Welcome Back!

PURPOSE OF BACK TO SCHOOL RESOURCES

- To provide teachers with ready-made tools that can be used as needed.
- To obtain formative data to help guide classroom instruction.

These resources align to part of the NC Standard Course of Study and were not developed to be diagnostic. Results are not be used for grades or placement decisions; they are intended to be used to inform instruction.

PASSPORT FOR LEARNING

Who? Grades 4–8 and NC Math 1
What? Reading and mathematics questions covering standards from the previous grade (30–40 questions)
Where? In school or remote learning
When? July 15–October 30
How? Paper/Pencil or online in NC Test scored electronically

MATH SETS

Who? Grades 4–8, NC Math 1, and NC Math 2
What? Question sets will cover standards from previous grade (10–15 questions per content standard domain)
Where? In school or remote learning
When? Available all year
How? Locally determined, teacher scored

RELEASED TESTS

Who? Grades 3–8 and English II, Biology, NC Math 1, and NC Math 3
What? Questions aligned to the NC Standard Course of Study (SCOS) standards. Additional constructed response questions have been added to the released reading tests.
Where? In school or remote learning
When? Available all year
How? Locally determined, teacher scored

SCHOOLNET

Who? Grades 3–8 and High School Courses
What? Questions aligned to standards. 7,500+ new items for reading, mathematics, science, and social studies loaded into SchoolNet May 2020
Where? In school or remote learning
When? Available all year
How? Locally determined, teacher scored, or scored in SchoolNet